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The search ends 
McGee selected as 
new JSU president 
JACKSONVILLE-Jacksonville State University's Dr. IVIcGee's being named as presidenklect ends a 
Board of Trustees named Dr. Harold McGee as detailed search which began with a screening committee 
presidentelect of the institution. The February 10 an- consisting of trustees, faculty, staff, alumni and 
nouncement ends an eleven-month search screening studerts. 
process. 
Dr. McGee, currently serving as vice-president of 
adminstration at James Madison University in Virginia, 
will assume the presidency on July 1, succeeding the 
retiring Dr. Theron Montgomery. 
Col. C. W. Daugette, Jr., chairman of the Board of 
Trustees, said "the Trustees are unanimous in their 
selection of Dr. McGee. We had plans to possibly in- 
terview others from the five finalists butthe Board this 
morning deemed it unnecessary." 
The process concluded with five finalists coming to the 
campus and answering questions from the staff and 
facuity. 
Ur. McGee has been vice president for administrative 
affairs at JMU since 1982, and has held several other 
administrative positions at the same institution. 
A native Virginian, he received his doctoral degree in 
education, specializing in counseling, from the 
University of Virginia in 1968. Dr. Harold McGee 
Four alumni to be inducted inAthletic Hall of Fame 
JACKSONVILLE--Four out- Scholars Night--at halftime Gamecocks have had a capacity of the Los Angeles Ram; Ted the school's passing accuracy 
standing Jacksonville State ceremonies at the JSU vs. West crowd. All proceeds from the game, Barnicle, formerly with the Giants: record. 
University alumni will be inducted Georgia College basketball game. including the raffle ticket sales, will Terry Owens of the San Diego Barnicle is an All-American 
into the JSU Athletic Hall of Fame JSU will attempt to sell out the benefit JSU's Eminent Scholars Chargers; and John Meadows, the pitcher who has broken all strikeout 
on Thursday, February 20, and West Georgia game, which would be campaign. prep school coaching legend. records a t  JSU. 
honored that night--Eminent the first time in JSU's history the The four.alumni are Dieter Brock Brock, quarterback for the Rams, 
led his team to within one game of 
the Superbowl. They lost to the 
ChCcago Bears. Brock was the 
Canadian league's Player of the 
Year in 1980 and 81 and was named 
the Professional Athlete of the Year 
in Alabama in 1982. At JSU he broke 
Owens played ten years for the 
Chargers and made AllConference 
in football and basketball at JSU in 
1964 and 65. He was the NFL's Man 
of the Year in 1975. 
Meadows won 265 games in a 
fabulous high school coaching 
(See ALUMNl Page 2) 
- 
Problems arise over 
use 01 phone codes 
By EDDIE MCPHERSON oniy on the university phone system. 
Chanticleer Staff Writer But problems have reportedly 
A serious problem has been un- developed from the very start with 
dermining the new phone system these codes being used illegally. 
that was installed last summer. Each student who goes to the 
Jacksonville State offers each telephone Center in Bibb Graves 
student who lives in a dorm or Hall to be assigned a long distance 
university owned apartment his own code is quickly but plainly briefed on 
telephone at no charge, unless long the rules for using the 10% distance 
distance service is requested. If so, code. 
he pays only a $50.00 refundable ''This code is You resPon- 
dewsit. A six digit long distance sibility. It is advised that no one. 
Most of the trenches on campus have been covered up due 
. 
to complaints 
a&ess code is the; assi&ed, which including your closet friends, uses or 
can be used to make a call anywhere even bows your code number," 
in the continental United States, and (See PHONES, Page 2) 
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The Communications club will meet every Tuesday, at 4:30 in Room 
10, Bibb Graves. Anyone wishing to join is welcome to attend. 
( Announcements I 
The 5th annual Miss JSU Pageant, sponsored by Phi Mu Alpha 
Fraternity and held in Leone Cole Auditorium, will be Friday, Feb. 28 at 
8 pm with the talent competition, followed on Saturday, March 1 with 
the swimsuit competition at  3 pm and the finals at  8 pm. Tickets, 
available only at the door, will be $5 for the entire event or $3 for each 
individual event. 
March of Dimes is extending the Mothers' March deadline to 
February 17, 1986 since the bad weather has kept many marchers in- 
doors. In other words, you will be eligible for prizes if you march your 
assignment and return your collection envelope to the bank by 
Information Library classes offered 
secrets a Puzzled? 
February 17, 1986. 
Please remember you have plenty of time to complete your assign- 
ent, and the March of Dimes is counting on you to help prevent birth 
defects. 
The physical education department of Jacksonville State University 
is offering several nonaedit activities related to health and fitness. 
Aikido, a Japanese method of self defense is offered on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays from 6: 30-8: 30 p.m. Aerobic Exercise is offered on Monday 
and Thursday from 4:455:45 p.m. and Tuesday and Thursday from 
5:45-6:45 p.m. The activities are in the coliseum and anyone can start at 
any time. For more information, call 231-5515. 
&ma Tau Delta, English honorary, is once again sponsoring a 
campus-wide writing contest. Any JSU student may enter his original 
short stories or poems in the contest with first place prizes of $25 and 
second place prizes of $15 given to the top two entries of each category. 
The deadline fbr all entries is Friday, Feb. 21, so get those submissions 
to Dr. Blanton (English department) right away. 
Alumni lContinued From Page 1) I 
career. He coached at  five high the Eminent Scholars campaign. 
schools and had an undefeated The SGA proclamation reads in 
season at each. he won three state part, "The merchants of Jackson- 
If so, puzzle no more and come to 
the library for an orientation to help 
you fit the pieces together. Es 
pecially geared to foreign, transfer, 
and re-entry students, several 
presentations on the library wil l  be 
given during the next few weeks. A 
tour will be conducted, handouts will 
be given, and a librarian will explain 
some of the special services of your 
library. Any questions or problems 
you have come across will be an- 
swered, if possible. 
The instructional sessions are 
open for anyone who would like to 
attend, be ye student, faculty, or 
staff. We wil l  begin in the lobby. 
General Orientation dates: 
Wednesday Febrllary 17 - 10: 00 am 
Tuesday February 18 - 5:00 pm 
Wednesdy February 19 - 3:00 pm 
Especially for foreign students: 
Thursday February 18 - 2:30 pm 
If there are enough requests, more 
session dates will be set. 
"Great minds meet at the library. 
I L l V l l W  
explains patty w e n s ,  Telephone Phone system installed in all dorms but from the codes somehow getting 
C~nter Switchboard Supervisor. and university apartments last into the wrong hands, according to 
Owens says she is sure they un- summer is totally to the student's Parris. It apparently started back 
derstand the rules before receiving advantage. "Before this new at the first of the fall semester when 
their personal code. Yet, hardly a system, students paid a $150.00 students reported that R.A.'s 
long distance billing passes that a deposit in order to get a phone. Then (Residents Assistants) in dorms 
large number of students (the a $70.00 installation fee, and $18.(10 were giving out a test code. They 
number is rapidly decreasing) do monthly phone bill had to be paid, reportedly retrieved the code while 
not come to the Telephone Center not including long distance," she attending a training seminar prior to 
with a long distance bill listing said. Parris said that to get a long the semester she said. "It took some 
places all over the country that distance code now, a student must time, but we traced every phone call 
someone else called using their go to the Business Office and pay a that was made using that code and 
code. When asked if they loaned $50.00refundabledeposit, then tothe asked each one to pay his bill," 
their code to anyone, the reply is Telephone Center and get his code. Parris said. 
usually the same, "Well, just a few." Long distance service is usually  he university,s ~ ~ l ~ ~ h ~ ~ ~  
"That is all it takes," Owens said. turned on the same day. Technician, Greg Brown explained 
Telephone Center Supervisor, But it is clear that the problem 
Elaine Parris ewlained that the new evolves not from the new system, (See PHONES, Page 3) 
h d 
championships in Alabama and me 
in Tennessee. he was named state 
Coach of the year three times in 
Alabama and once in Tennessee. At 
JSU he played OR !ke 349  atid i950 a--- Bowl teams and was JSU's 
leading receiver. 
The four will be induded earlier ln 
the day at a formal ceremony nd 
honored at  halftime. 
a h e r  game highlights include 
drawings for thousands of dollars 
worth of prizes. Four automobiles- 
fishing cars-will be given away to 
raffle ticket holders. Other prizes 
include a SAGA meal ticket, a 
tuition scholarship, and a vacation 
(a choice of the Bahamas or Las 
Vegas). 
JSU is currently in the midst of a 
$600,000 fund raising campaign 
which will make the institution 
eligible to receive $400,000 in mat- 
ching funds horn the state. The 41 
million would be invested, and th 
interest would endow chairs for 
nationallyknown scholars. 
February has been designated as 
Eminent Scholars month by 
proclamation, and local businesses 
have pledged their support of the 
University. 
In a gesture of appreclatlon, the 
Student Government Association 
has declared today, Thur~day,  
February 13 as Merchants Ap- 
preciation Day. The SGA has urged 
students to ~atronize those mer- 
I Small, long-haired, silver & white dog with unkbite. Lost from White's Gap Road. Adored family pet for years. Needs medication. Please call 435.5287 or 436-3146 with any in- 
h e  have continually shown their 
support for the students of 
JacksonviUe State University, and 
many university skident 
,,..""-- ,. ba~~izations would r,;t have 
realized their goals without this 
continued support. It is felt that the 
student bodv of Jacksonville State 
Griffith Florist & Gifts 
435-8701 
Next to Brother's Bar 





University h s  a sincere desire to 
express their appreciation for this 
continued support. lherefore be it 
resolved: That the Student 
Government Association in con- 
junction with the Chanticleer and 
w s ,  OW hereby declare 
sday, February 13, as Merchants 
Appreciaion Day and, furthermore, 
encourages the students ot 
jacksonville State University to 
show their support by patronizing 
the merchants of Jacksonville." 
*Basic camp is non-obligatory, 6-week co-educational Gaining program offered at 
Fort Knox, Kentucky, for college students. 
@Transportation to and from Fort Knox, food and clothing, plus pay is provided. 
@Basic amp graduates are fully eligible to enroll in the advanced ROTC commissioning 
program upon their return to NMSU this next fall. During the advanced course, 
students receive a living allowance of up to SIOOO annually; 
'Basic camp attendees are eligible to compete for 2 year scholarships that pay for 
tuition, a set fee for books, lab fees, plus $100 per month. 
For further information call 231-5601 
. P ,  . , % < $ . ,  
Dozen l/2 Dozen 
Carnations Carnations 
15.00 v - 8.50 
Dozen l/2 Dozen 
SOPHOMORES 
The Department of M i l b y  Science A ~ m y  ROTC 
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Bad weather 
Power loss causes widespread delay 
By RITA HARCROW again. 
Chanticleer Staff Writer Green said that the MUSIC system was working again 
Anyone who to regisler, a ,lam, or fiCk up a by mid-morning Wednesday, so all students were able to 
student check Wednesday, February 5, was probably On their computer projeds. the 
disappointed in his attempt, According to Jim Green of VSE system was d o n  until after 2:00 p.m. 
a e  computer enter,  a power failure left the University Several compfications =me during the day 
without computer services as late as  2:00 p.m. on students and 
Wednesday. "During the time when DOS-VSE was down, no 
registration could take place, and no student could drop had apower morning at 2'309" a class," Green said. "Also checks for work stu* andf Green said. "Our system remains on for 24 hours a day. lmiversity aid could not be printed. Since the power fluctuated, or flickered on and off, a administrative offices and student labs were h a ~ ~ ~ a r e  probl m cx2curred. 
affected and, actually any department or office with a 
Green explained that three separate systems exist in computer terrrlinal experienced difficulty that &Y, we 
one computer system. The MUSIC system is u a f o r  all had to do the best we could until the system could be 
classes and labs, the DOSVSE is in all ad- repaired," he stated. 
ministrative offices, and another system is "in charge" Green said that although everything was back to 
of these systems. normal by 2:30 Wednesday, five or six hours of 
"The failing component was located in the DOSVSE," production t i e  had been lost because of the computer 
Green said, it took longer to get that system up break-dom. 
Phone (Continued From, Page 2) 
that now the dishonest users can be look up the number and their room, then they are held 
easily traced. "The reason we know automatically have the exact room responsible. But an even larger 
who is making the illegal calls 1s where the call originated. We follow caution goes to students to keep their 
because we know which phones they code to themselves. "That is where 
are going out on," Brown said. He UP by the ''lega1 user and the main problem stems," o w a s  
for political reasons. went on to explain that every long asking that he pay the bill," she said. 
,says the group is not connected t distance call that is made shows up added. 
which this year began trying on a computer in the Telephone According to the Telephone Center Yet, because the efficiency of 
liberal" ideas at the expense of Center. A printout is then obtained, staff if those using other people's the new system, the 
showing where each call was made, codes knew how easy it is to trace problems are  rapidly being 
where it called, and whose access each call, they would think twice she said. 
4 Thmsday, February 13,1986, THE CHANTICLEER 
Six make ROTC Sponsor Corps 
The ROTC Sponsor Corps announces the six young is a freshman education major from Tallassee; Cindy 
women who will make up the 1986 Pledge Class. These Norris, a freshman management major from Alabaster; 
ladies were chosen following a selection board consisting Kim Parris, a junior marketing major from Jackson- 
of Sandy Nelson, Commander of the Sponsor Corps; ville; Rene Thompson, a freshman ae major frctm Fort 
Colonel Allen Borstorff, Professor Military Science; Payne; Becky Vinson, a freshman with an undecided 
Dean Mariam Higginbotham, Assistant Dean of Student major from Abbeville, and Rita Chatman, a junior 
Affairs; and Todd Key, ROTC Cadet Commander. forensic science major and senior ROTC Cadet from 
Talladega. In this interview, the pledges were judged on the basis 
of personality, selfexpression, and interest in the As pledges, they will assist the sponsors with various 
program. They are requi~ed to complete a pledge class functions of the ROW department such as com- 
which will last for most of the remainder of this missioning~, recruiting high school students, and s u p  
semester before they will be eligible to be active porting the various ROW o r m a t i o n s .  Once ac- 
Sponsors. tivated, they will becoe members of the JSU ROW 
Sponsor Corps and will serve as official hostesses for 
The new pledges are as E OUOWS: Teresa Garnett, who ROTC functions. ready for the new season 
Valuable painting stolen from International House 
By RmA HARCROW 
Chanticleer Staff Wrlter 
An oil painting of Dr. James H. 
Jones was allegedly stolen from the 
International House late Friday 
evening. 
Mrs. Catherine Berry, assistant 
director of the International House, 
said that the painting of Jones, 
founder of the International House, 
.. . 
had been hanging in the iiving room 
since 1963. Although the painting is 
not worth very much money, Berry 
said that a much greater loss is felt 
by the residents and staff. 
"The painting is of historic and 
sentimental value to the house," 
Berry said. "It's not worth a lot; it 
isn't like some famous. painting if 
they tried to sell it. 
been here the whole time. away in. 
~ e r r y  described the painting as an "The painting is of &&we hope the theft is justa prank, "Even though this may 
oil on canvas work with a small gold and the painting will be returned 
identification plate located at the history and sentimental immediatel~,"Nicho1~said. "Ifthis be a prank, the people bottom. does't happen, we expect to 
"We also have a painting of 
Colonel Daugette, and several other 
objects of art that are probably, not 
replaceable," Berry said. "The 
thiefs did not take anything else, but, 
they did try to steal the painting of 
Mrs. James H. Jones which is also 
hanging in the living room. 
Berry said that she was awakened 
late Friday night by the sound of 
several loud voices in the living 
room. When she entered the living 
room, she noticed that the painting 
of Jones was missing, and the 
"The house is 22 years old, and as painting of his wife was hangine at 
far as I know, the paintings have an odd angle as if thethie vea had 
Campus crimes 
Fight erupts at Dixon 
By ROY WILLIAMS 
Chanticleer Senior Editor 
On Thursday, Feb. 6 at ap- 
proximately 10 p.m., a bawl in- 
volving several dorm residents 
occurred in Dixon Hall, Chief David 
Nichols reported. No one was 
arrested following the fight. 
"The fight involved about. 12 to 15 
people," Nichols said. "Not 
necessary all were fighting, but.all 
were involved in some way in the 
incident. We had several injuries; 
one person needed stitches, the 
others had only minor injuries." 
"When we arrived at the scene, 
the fight had already ended and the 
fighters were gone," Nichols added. 
"We located a few of the par- 
ticipants and are still getting 
statements. Some arrests may be 
forthcoming. We have no idea how it 
really started." 
In another incident involving a 
theft at Pete Matthews Coliseum on 
Wednesday, Feb. 5. 
"We had a report of a theft of a 
wallet (with money inside it) and. 
keys," Nichols said. "An officer.~as 
on the scene shortly atxi ap- 
prehended a suspect RKO later 
confessed to the crime.'' 
February 5 edition 
For the record. . . . 
I@ VICKY WAIJALJ!, 
Chanticleer Senior Editor 
In the February 6 edition of the Chanticleer, a story was written about 
three campus rapes reported to the University Police occurring on 
January 8,17 and 24 in which one occurred in a campus.apartment. 
University police chief David Nichols said the female raped in an 
apartment could not remember "if the rape occurred in a University 
apartment or an apartment complex off campus;" 
"We have no incident report of a rape or no reported rape in any 
University-owned apartment. Nobody has come to us,about.a rape," Ray 
Creel, the University apartments supervisor of Campus Inn, Penn House, 
College, and Forney Apartments, said. 
"We can't say it happened in a campus. apartment. 1t- happened in an 
apartment, but.we don't know what apartment - whether on carnpus.or not. 
The female wasn't sure. I regret any misunderstanding," Nichols said. 
The Chanticleer is happy to set the record straight. 
value to the House." 
- 
attempted to take it. 
According to Berry, International 
House residents are not upset about 
the theft. "They just think it's 
silly," she said. 
Police Chief David Nichols said 
that the University Police do have a 
few leads concerning the case. 
"We're not really sure who did it," 
Nichols said, "but we have some 
general ideas. We also have some 
good leads; we have a good 
description of the car they drove 
prosecute.'' 
Nichols added that the case a p  who took it are in 
Dears to be very similar to the t6e 
heft of a of h. Theoron of the law." 
Monteomervthat occurred about -two - -. . 
Years ago. In this case, the ~ a w i n g ,  lk&g of the Theron Montgomery 
which hangs On the second building, was returned several 
months after it was taken. 
"We hope the theft is 
(6, anyone has any irdormstion, 
jusJ a prank, and the they could call me anon~mousl~," Nichols said. "It would be most 
painting will be returned appreciated. E V ~  though this may 
immediately." be just a prank, the people who took it are in violation of the law. '' 
Old Fashioned 1 1 
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I Shifting emotional tides Complex feelings I [linked to students 
By TZENA GIBBS 
Chanticleer Staff Writer 
Are you aired, or are you just tired of school? So many students these 
days are walking around complaining about how tired they are and how 
much they hate school. It's beginning to look as if there is an epidemic of 
student apathy on campus; Apathy is defined as "lack of feeling; want 
of passion or emotion; indifference." Our thoughts exactly. But why are 
we feeling this way? How long do we have for this reply? 
We, supposedly, are in the primes of our lives. Our college years are 
"supposed" to be the best years of our lives. If these are the best, who 
wants to live to see them get any worse? We do. Yes, we all are at- 
tending college for the same basic reasons. With a college degree our 
chances of getting a job upon graduation increase. Then we can raise 
families, save money and send our children to college so they can get 
good jobs to support their families and send their children to college so 
they ... It's a vicious cycle. So what do we have to look forward to? 
That's just it, "look forward to." Why must we always have 
something to look forward to? In looking forward to so many things, we 
lose preciousmoments in the present. We are not promised a tomorrow. 
To make the most of our lives, we must begin here and now. School is 
not so bad. As a matter of fact, school is one of the best things we could 
be doing. Not only are we enriching our minds, (well, some of us) but 
we are learning how to interact in society in the sheltered environment 
of our campus. These skills will be transferred with us when we do enter 
into "the real world'' one day, if that day comes. 
And what if that day doesn't come, what then? So many what if's, 
could have been's and used to be's would be left hanging. Used to be's 
don't count anymore and what if's and could have been's never come. 
We need to take charge of our lives now and set out to make every 
moment of our days count. Take time to enjoy all the small miracles of 
life. Appreciate loved ones, not only because we may not grow old 
together, but because we may not grow old at all. 
We waste so much of our time worrying about things that it becomes 
hard to enjoy ourselves when we do have the oportunity to do so. If 
something is worrying us, we should take careof that worry if we can do 
something about it or, if it is out of our hands, wash it away. 
Attending school, granted, isour promise of future survival, but there 
is so much more. Sometimes we wonder if it is healthy to sit up all night 
straining our eyes studying and reading, drinking coffee to stay aw*, 
trying to make deadlines, feeling the pressure. Maybe it's not healthy, 
but it certainly teaches responsibility. When that deadline is made or 
that test is "aced," the rewards are very much worth the price. And 
when that pressure is gone, the elation feels so much better than if that 
pressure had never been there. It's all right to cry if we fall, because our 
rewards will be worth so much more if we don't win them all 
I Young people, take heed. We have something that people have searched the world over for, and that is our youth. Y~uth is t i e ,  so we must not waste it with feelings of apathy because they only lead to regrets. Life is much to short to have regrets. Life's much too short to dream. unless we mean it. 
"/NN/, 
#////?? ,, Colic@ Press Sen 
Nation continues to mourn loss 
By RlTA HARCROW 
Chanticleer Staff Writer 
A cartoon that recently appeared in various 
newspapers across the nation portrayed an old man and 
a young boy gazing into a night sky filled with stars. 
"What is that pouring out from the big dipper?" the 
boy asked. 
"Tears," replied the old man. 
Although the United States has survived numerous 
catastrophicevents, few can be compared with the same 
awe and disappointment as the in-flight explosion of the 
CHALLENGER space shuttle. 
The news of the disaster began flooding the media 
shortly after the incident occurred on Tuesday, J a n w y  
28. The reports left us  with a feeling of shock, disbelief, 
and insecurity that many have compared to the tragic 
assassination of President John F. Kennedy in 1963. 
Condolences from other countries, including the Soviet 
Union, were offered to the government and presented to 
the public. President Reagan and other government 
officials spoke with honest sadness-an emotion with 
which all of us could surely identify with. 
Now that over a week has passed, the shock is fading 
for most of us: however, we should remember that some 
were hit "closer to home" than others. Naturally, the 
families of the victims have suffered a great deal of 
grief, but.the death of school teacher Christa McAuliffe 
also left thousands of children bewildered, as she was to 
teach them lessons from space. 
Psychologists visited the school where McAuliffe 
taught in order to counsel children in need of help. 
Although it is obviousthat some children who have never 
been touched by death would need counseling, a friend of 
a friend called this, "nonsense. 
"If one of my teachers had died when I was lin school, 
I'd have probably thown a party," she said. "Those kids 
don't need counseling. 
At a time when we should bond together in support of 
those most affected, this woman's negative attitude 
proves that some people cannot feel sympathy for 
others. Thank goodness she is the exception rather than 
the rule. 
Don't be afraid to wave a flag, turn on your.headlights, 
or add to the tears "flpwing out,from the big dipper." 
People who express emotions for others certainly make 
life's disasters a little easier for all of us. 
but families hit the hardest 
By ROY WILLIAMS 
Chanticleer Senior Editor 
Tuesday, January 28,1986, millions of Americans were 
horrified a s  the space shuttle Challenger erupted in an 
immense ball of fire two minutes after liftoff. The ex- 
plosion was shown in full detail on national television 
repeatedly all day long. Though this was a major 
tragedy that the nation needed to see in order to gain an 
accurate understanding of what really happened, the 
television networks provided too much coverage of the 
explosion. 
The grieving families and friends of the seven 
astronauts killed in the shuttle were forced to witness 
over and over again the deaths of their loved ones. To 
make matters worse, a teacher was included among the 
victims, which means that ,thousands of youngsters 
nationwide probably observed the explosion in their 
schools. Five minutes after the tragedy (which occurred 
at approximately 11:38 a.m., eastern time), dl major 
news networks interrupted their programming and 
devoted their entire afternoon to covering the event. 
Although Americanstare naturally curious and like to 
be informed, enough is enough. Did the families and 
friends of the astronauts really have to witness for three 
straight days, nearly every hour of the afternoon and 
evening, the horrific cremation of the shuttle crew? 
Yes, this was a major news story. But the grieving 
witnesses present at the launch were not given ample 
h e  to cope with the situation before reporters and the 
camera crew hounded them for their reactions. The 
networks provided too extensive a coverage of the event. 
How would we feel if a member of our family were in- 
volved in the accident? The next time a tragedy such as  
this occurs,'tlie grieving families should be taken into 
consideration. 
Letter to the Editor 
Dear Editor, 
In reference to the com- 
munications club's question con- 
cerning the gymnastics rumor, it is 
true that this may be the last year 
for JSU gymnastics. At the con- 
clusion of this semester, the Athletic 
Council and Athletic Department 
will make the final decision as to 
whether the program continues. 
Reasons for possible dropping the 
program include the NCAA's 
discontinued sponsorship of division 
II gymnastics, lack of funds, and 
lack of interest. 
A s  a member of the women's 
gymnastics team, I would like to 
thank the students and faculty of this 
university that have supported our 
program. Because of the concern 
that some members of this com- 
munity have shown for our,program, 
we on the team take much pride in 
representing JSU and will continue 
to do so to the best of our, ability as  
long as the program continues. 
Sincerely, 
Laurie Sparrowhawk 
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Before you make 
a long distance commitment, 
make sure you know 
what you're getting into. 
If Fletcher Christian and Captain Bligh had known 
what being stuck in the same boat would mean, chances 
are neither would have set foot aboard. 
And if you're stuck in the same boat with a long 
distance company that doesn't give you all the services 
you need, it's easy to harbor mutinous thoughts. 
But when you pick AT&T as your long distance 
company, you know you're in for smooth sailing. You'll 
get trouble-free, reliable service. Immediate long 
distance connections-even at the busiest hours. And 
long distance operators to assist you with immediate 
credit for wrong numbers and collect calling. 
And you'll get discounts off our Day Rate on your 
state-to-state calls. With savings of over 50% during 
weekends until 5pm Sundays, or nights from llpm to 
8am, Sunday through Friday And 40% discounts eve- 
nings between 5pm and llpm, Sunday through Friday 
So when you're asked to choose a long distance 
company, sign aboard with AT&T With AT&T Long 
Distance Service, you'll never be left stranded. Just call 
1 800 222-0300 for more information or to 
choose AT&T Reach out and touch someone? 
- The right choice. 
I 
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Cupid's arrow is very 
evident 
By SCOTT BOOZER 
;Chanticleer Staff Writer 
"How do I love thee? Let me count 
the ways." 
This old adage is often heard, 
especially near Valentine's Day. 
During this season of the year, 
people spend millions of dollars 
trying to convey their love to others. 
Students of JSU are  no exception. 
Popular &ts this year include the 
traditionals such as flowers, candy, 
and cards. Other items this year are  
balloons and teddy bears. Area 
merchants are geared up for the 
season, and they hope that Cupid's 
arrows abound. 
A campus organization, Circle K, 
is offering students an option of 
either a silk flower or a card, or 
both. The price is one dollar and 
seventy-five cents. Delivery, on 
campus, is free. The BCM is selling 
pink, white, and yellow carnations 
for one dollar and fifty cents, and 
will deliver, on campus, for free. 
JSU students will not be spending 
quite a s  much on their sweethearts 
this year, primarily due to the high 
prices. Geoffrey Jones said, "I'll 
probably spend around twenty 
dollars on some flowers or a stuffed 
animal." 
Lee Halpin, a bookstore worker, 
on campus 
my little sister in the fraternity 
(Kappa Sigma) something." 
Karen Austin said, "I'll spend 
about five dollars, just to buy some 
cards." 
Gery Rust thought for a minute, 
then said, "I'll probably spend about 
ten dollars on candy and cards." 
"I'll spend around ten dollars, 
primarily on balloons and cards," 
said Amy Dozier. 
"I'm going to spend about sixty 
dollars because I have to buy a 
dozen roses and some candy," said 
Arthur Patin. 
Spencer Woodall said, "I'm going 
to buy my girlfriend a kitten." 
Of all of the ways to remember the 
ones we love, cards are  perhaps the 
4 least expensive; however, in recent 
years ,  ca rds  have become in- 
'creasingly expensive. They range in 
price $om fifty cents to a whopping 
five dollars. Remember when our 
parents thought it was outrageous to 
spend $2.30 for a box of Scooby Doo 
and Peanuts valentines? Times have 
changed. , 
Balloons a re  another popular item 
this year. Several local businesses 
have a wide variety of helium mylar 
balloons for $2.75 and plain latex 
balloons for $1.80 each. The 
businesses will arrange the balloons 
Sweets for the sweet? Candy 
prices have skyrocketed over the 
years. Area merchants report 
prices ranging from around $3.00 to 
$20.00. It just depends on how much 
sweets your sweet wants. 
Shakespeare said, "That which we 
call a rose by any other name would 
smell a s  sweet." Roses have 
traditionally been a favorite 
Valentine expression of love. But, 
like everything else, roses are  not 
cheap. Accent Floral Designs sells 
one rose for $5.00; a dozen for $47.50. 
Armstrong Florist sells a single for 
$5.00; a dozen for $45.00. Flowers-n- 
Gifts Galore sells a single for $3.50 
and a dozen for $40.00. Each 
delivers, on campus, for the nominal 
fee of $1.50. These prices do not 
include tax. (Rumor has it that there 
is a florist in Saks who sells a dozen 
roses for $18.00.) 
Some people easily t i e  of the 
traditional presents and give other 
presents such a s  teddy bears. Teddy 
bears are  taking over the world. 
They are beginning to show up 
everywhere. Several s tores  a r e  
selling these bundles of joy, but they 
don't come cheaply. Specialty, card, 
and gift shops have prices on these 
teddy bears from $2.25 to over 
$100.00. 
said, "I probably won't spend that in an attractive fashion. A few 
much, maybe five dollars. I'll get businesses will deliver. (See CUPL, Page 9) 
Pieter Leyte and Melissa Houck 
share a tender moment .  
Blake and Woodson remembered i.n Black History Month 
February 12, 1983 - Ragtime 
pianist and composer, Eubie Blake 
died at the age of 100. His best known 
songs included "I'm Just Wild About 
Harry" and "Memories of You. He 
began playing the piano in a 
Baltimore bordello in 1898, and went 
on to team with Noble Sissle in a top- 
billed Vaudeville act and to compose 
the first all   lack musical comedy 
on Broadway, "Shuffle Along" in 
1921. Blake surged to renew* 
popularity in the 1970's after 23 
years of semi-retirement with the 
release of a retorspective album and 
the opening of EUBIE, a Broadway 
revue based on his work. 
February 12,1926 - "Negro History 
Week" was initiated by Dr. Carter 
G. Woodson. Largely through his 
efforts, the nation celebrates an- 
nually "Black History Month" in 
February. He noted the celebration 
should include the birthdays of two 
important figures in the lives of 
Blacks, President Abraham Lincoln 
and Black abolitionist Frederick 
Douglass. It  was his aim to 
dramatize the achievements of 
Blacks. Woodson taught many White 
scholars to shed their chauvinism 
and many more Black scholars to 
shed their feelings of inferiority. 
This great historian was born on 
Dec. 19, 1875, in New Canton, Va. He 
was educated a t  Berea (Kv.)  
College, the University of Chicago, 
Harvard University and the Sor- 
borne in Paris. Woodson died in 
Washington, D.C. on April 3, 1950. 
(Editor's note: The above in- 
formation was condensed from the 
Feb. 10 and Feb. 17 editions of JET 
Magazine ) 
Kick Sargent practices on bass 
Sargent 'jazzes up' his music 
By ROY WILLIAMS also sings in the A cappella Choir and has played in the 
Chanticleer Senior Editor pit orchestra for a campus play, "The Boyfriend." 
JSU has gained notoriety throughout the Southeast on "I enjoy playing a wide range of music," Sargent 
account of its fine musical program. In fact, the music said," but my favorite has got to be jazz. I love playing 
department serves a s  one of the primary recruihner!t the trombone in the jazz band; last semester I played 
tools for the university. Rick Sargent, a %&yearold bass for a small jazz combo." 
music education major from Pell City, Alabama, is Sargent said jazz is very enjoyable to listen to and play 
actively involved in several musical groups on campus. because of its degree of improvisation. Improvisation 
Sargent said his primary reason for attending this allows musicians to perform in their own unique style by 
university is because of its strong musical history. ad-libbig or adding to the written music. 
"My assistant band director, a former JSU grauduitte, "Solos in jazz are  almost always improvised," he said. 
informed me about what the university has to offer and 
got me interested in the music department," he said. His favorite musicians a r e  trombonists and  
Known mainly for his ability to play the trombone, saxophonists. 
Sargent also plays the piano and the bass. "I really admire the playing ability of jazz trom- 
"I have played the trombone for about nine and one- bonists like Rob McConnell and Bill Watrous," Sargent 
half years," he said. "Ilike the instrument because of its said. "I also enjoy listening to sax players David San- 
versatility. It plays an important role in pop, classical born and Tom Scott." 
and jazz music." Sargent feels that Dr. Jerry1 Davis of the music 
In the past three years, Sargent has participated in the department has been his biggest ally at  the university. 
jazz band, the Marching Southerners, the Concert Band, "He has taught me much about music," he said. "His 
the Symphonic Band, Mallet Ensemble and a popular classes in music theory teach material essential in 
jazz group called "A Change of Pace'.'Though no longer a gaining an adequate understanding of allmusic." 
member of the group composed of university students, Sargent's future plans include getting married this 
Sargent still occasionally plays the piano with them. He (See SARGENT. Page 12) 
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Barnett was fearless fighter against 
the horrors of bl'ack lynchings 
By LARRY MOORE In 1892 a m o b  of white citizens, angered by Mrs. 
The period following the Civil War was a period of Barnett's inflammatory rhetoric, took over the Free 
reassessment for America. The nation was faced with Speech. 
the problem of assimilating hundreds of thousands of Mrs. Barnett was in Philadelphia at  the time and did 
newly freed blacks. People who had previously been not return, fearing her life. However, she did continue to 
considered as chattel were suddenly demanding their draw attention to the horrors of lynching by lecturing 
rights. They were given land, voting rights and some and writing for the New York paper Age . She implored 
were even elected to high public office. people to tell the world the facts about lynching. 
This sudden turn of events did not set well with most In 1895, she published A Red Rec,>d ,the first 
southern whites. Angry and embittered whites formed statistical pamphlet on lynching brought out in the U.S. 
subversive organizations such as the KKK, aimed at This led to much activity centered around anti-lynching 
scaring and intimidating blacks. This led to one of the legislation. But she saw no laws passed during her 
darkest periods in American history - a time of lifetime. 
disfranchisement and retrenchment. During this time, The 1964 World Almanac reported that "since 1800, 
blacks were reduced to a status not much better than 1,983 Americans had been lynched, 166 who were white 
slavery. White supremacy was the order of the day and and 1,797 blacks." The first year in this century in which 
lynching was the tool used to carry out an  unholy reign of no lynchings were reported was 1952. 
terror. Her is an example of one of Mrs. Barnett's editorials: 
One of the first people to lead the fight against this new ''Eight negroes lynched since last issue of The Free 
form of brutality was a black woman named Ida B. Wells Speech: one at Little Rock, Arkansas; three near An- 
Barnett. In a day when it was hazardous to be an out- i s ton,  Alabama; one near New Orleans; and three at 
spoken black and almost unheard of to be an outspoken Clarksville, Ga. The last three for killing a white man, 
woman, Mrs. Barnett played double jeopardy. and five on the same old racket - the new alarm about 
She was born and raised in Mississippi during the raping white women. The same programme of hanging, 
reconstruction period. She managed to obtain a college then shooting bullets into the lifeless bodies, was carried 
education and became a teacher. She taught for about out to the letter. Nobody in this section of the country 
nine years in Memphis and wrote freelance articles for believes the old threadbare lie that Negro men rape 
local publications. In 1899, she acqui~ed part ownership white women. If Southern men are not careful, they will 
of the Memphis newspaper Free Speech and served as over reach themselves and public sentiment will have a 
editor. Her inflammatory editorials made many white reaction; a conclusion will then be reached which will be 
citizens and public officials uncomfortable and even- very damaging to the moral reputation of their women." 
tually led to the loss of her teaching job. She then Clearly Mrs. Ida B. Wells Barnett embodied the spirit 
became full-time editor and turned the Free Speech into of proud, fearless black Americans who were not afraid 
one of those rare successful black newspapers. to let their voices be heard. 
Ida B. Wells Barnett 
Cupid - (Continued From Page 8) - 
Live animals are a unique gift, but live animals are the gifts that keep chooses to express his love. balloons, $2.00 for a card, $5.00 for a what the heck. Valentine's Day 
much consideration must be taken on giving. The Calhoun County box of candy, $40.00 for a dozen comes only once a year. 
before making sucha magnanimous Humane Society has some animals Valentine's Day will be quite an roses, and $10.00 for a stuffed To be hit by Cupid's arrow may 
purchase. Whereas roses fade, that are looking for a good home, if expensive endeavor if the giver is a animal. Thdt's a total of $62.00 cost a Person more than if the arrow 
candy is eaten, and balloons deflate, that happens to be how someone romantic at  heart. We'll sav $5.00 for dollars for the one he loves, but, came from a crossb.ow. 
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l ~ r u e  origin of Valentine's Day remains a mystery 
By ROY WILLIAMS Claudius 11 and executed on Valentine's Day other than the fact their mating season on Feb. 14, a their lovers, sweethearts, or just 
Chanticleer Senior February 14, 270 A.D. that Valentinus was executed on time of the year when "a young special friends for the ensuing year; 
St. Valentine's Day has been In prison awaiting his execution, February 14th. They say that St. man's fancy lightly turns to thoughts the person who had drawn the name 
celebrated for many Centuries. Valentinus. befriended the blind Valentine's Day a s  a lovers' festival of love." This notion probably in the lottery would send a present to 
Believed to have been originated in daughter of his jailor. Somehow, he and the modern tradition of sending suggested that lovers should ex- the Person. The gifts could be ex- 
the Year 270 A.D. and to be of was able to restore the girl's car& have no relation to the saint, change messages and gifts on that pensive ones and were generally 
religious.origin, St. Valentine's Day eyesight. On the eve of his death, but rather seem to be connected with day also. Once the custom became accompanied by mottoes. Over the 
stands a s  one of the most popular Valentinus. presented her with a the Roman fertility festival of the widely established, "valentine" centuries, these gifts-with-mott0e.s 
holidays of the year. farewell message signed "from your Lupercalia(celebrated on Feb. 15). came to be applied to both the became cards containing verses, 
The question of how the holiday Valentine. Thus, if the legend is Another theory concerning the person and their token of affection. mottoes and even puzzles. By the 
began has confused many indeed true, this message stands as  origin of s t .  Valentine's Day states Some historians insist that  eighteenth century, expensive 
Americans. One theory to explain the first Valentine card sent a s  we that the word "Valentine" was Valentine's Day comes from a pwsenis were no longer expected, a 
the origin of St. Valentine's Day know them today. derived from the word "gallant" or popular fifteenth century Roman token or letter had taken their place. 
concerns a Roman priest, Saint Some historians argue that there "lover. ~t states that Valentine's custom in which the young people Finally, a transition to the modern 
Valentinus. Because of his Christian are no connections between the Day comes from the medieval would draw names from a box on practice of sending a card on St. 
ough Valentine's Day and its 
sociation with the saint is said to 
be accidental, St. Valentine has 
come to be regarded a s  the patron 
saint of lovers. 
(Editor's note: Information on St. 
Valentine's Day was taken from 
Judith Holder's Sweethearts and 
Sargent Contihued m o m  Page 8) Halle y 'S comet lecture directing and eventually a mastery, ,grL or a . I  how that, as a band ,rector, I can continue to play 
doctorate. semi-professioally," he said. "I would like to play in a 
summer to fiancee Renee Harris, a 1984 JSU music few musicals and, maybe, if I'm lucky, get a few studio presented on Feb. 1 7 graduate. After graduating, he wants to go into band jobs." I, 
JACKSONVILLE --Dr. Frank the M.A. and Ph.D. in astronomv JACKSONVIL1,E STATE 
Bradshaw Wood of the from Princeton University. 
astronomy department of the The visit is made possbile througk UNIVERSITY 
University of Florida will present a the Harlow Shapley visiting lec- 
public lecture on Halley's comet on tureship program. The late Shapley 
Monday, February 17 at 7 pn in was president of the American 
Room 121 of Martin Hall. Astronomical Society and an in- 
Dr. Wood will also address area ternationally-known astronomer. 
public school science teachers Dr. Wood is a member of Phi Beta 
Tuesday, Feb. 18, a t  4 pm on the Kappa and is  listed in World Who's 
topic "Birth, Life and Death of Who in Science. He has authored 
Stars. numerous scholarly articles for 
Dr. Wood holds a B.S. in physics scientific journals and chapters in 
from the University of Florida and textbooks. 
AAA activities planned CANDY BOUQUET 
for Black History Month 
The Afro American Association has the following activities planned in 
celebration of Black History Month : 
Sunday, February 16 - Gospel Concert, Theron Montgomery Buikfing 
Auditorium, 6 p.m. (no admission). Choirs represented include the Hobson 
City Community Mass Choir; the Thankful Baptist Church Young Adult 
Choir from Piedmont, Al.; music instructor Myrtice Fields and Friends, 
and another Gadsden area choir. 
Tuesday, February 18 - Guest speaker - George TrowerSubira, TMB 
Auditorium, 7 p.m. (no admission) 
Thursday, February 27 - Jazz concert, featuring JSU Jazz Ensemble, 
Stone Center, 7:30 p.m. (no admission) 
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I Ritch 0 bservations 
I Mother Nature plays 
1 mean weather tricks 
As soon as I mention the weather, the temperature will probably drop 
at least twenty degrees. I'm usually a jinx on the subject. 
My roommate is from Ohio. She came to the South expecting year 
'round warmth. I swore to her that she would be able to break out her 
thick wool sweaters and get good use out of them. I never meant to 
misinform her. I mean, I wore all of my winter clothes as soon as the 
temperature got below fifty degrees. She's more adapted to the cold 
than I am, I suppose. 
Last week, when the dull grey of winter suddenly disappeared and 
warm sunshine teased us, I found myself more depressed than excited. 
While everyone else dug their shorts out,from the bottom of their closet 
and aired out their flip-flops, I sulked around like a pitifulmisfit in long 
sleeved shirts and boots. 
i It's not only that my winter clothes have not yet received enough 
exposure, I have not had enough of the cold. It seems important and 
even necessary to get tired of a season before it changes to the next one. 
Along with the warmth and pastels of spring comes the end of the 
semester. Re-mid-term blues have hit and it's just barely February. 
Somehow I have to survive until May. 
Driving home from class the other day, I went into a time warp. The 
sun was comfortably beating down on top of my dirty car as the desire 
hit me to hurry home and wash, not only my car, but every car in sight. 
I Martha Ritch 
I Forgotten were all thoughts of deadlines and homework. It felt like 
minimester, if not summer. 
"It's not nice to fool Mother Nature," say themakers of Parkay. Then 
Mother Nature should have the same respect for us; I enjoy warm 
weather as much as the next person, but a premature spring is like 
peeking in your Christmas presents. It takes away some of the ex- 
citement and joy when the real day finally comes. 
Spring break is a month away and nature has already given us.a large 
dose of spring fever. Oh, I admit that it has lifted my spirits. But ,it has 
also teased me into thinking the semester is coming to a close. I'm 
ready to hit the beach, but instead I have to hit the books for months to 
come. 
Guys jump in their jeeps, ride around campus to soak up the sunshifie. 
Girlsopen windows, give their plants a breath of fresh air, and wave to 
the guys driving by in jeeps. It is a happy picture, a picture that could 
be destroyed if nature decided to start acting as she is supposed to this 
time of year. 
Another point against pretty weather: it takes away from produc- 
tivity. I wandered around in circles the other day with every intention 
of walking down to the office to start this column. The thought of being 
trapped in the dungeon of TMB and wasting such a beautiful day did not 
sit well with me. 
As I finish this column, the weatherman predicts rain and cold 
weather for the next few days. At least I can rest assured that my jinx is 
alive and well. It is much easier to keep a studious mind going when the 
sun is not inviting me outside. I 
I Brother's hosts versatile bands 
Telluride finds success 
By C. A. ABERNATHY Telluride has a strong reputation as the hardest 
Chanticleer Staff Writer working band on its circuit, playing W) dates a year, 
Recently Brother's was alive with the instant party branching out from Alabama for thousands of miles. In 
sounds of Telluride, a nationally known band from 1981, due to popular demand, they released their first 
Birmingham. Who is Telluride? album on their own label, Lizard Head Records. It 
Formed in 1977, this straight-forward rock band has a yielded the very popular regional hit, "Birmingham 
versatile music style that comes across on every song. Tonight. A Year later they followed it with a more am- 
Throughout the evening the audience sang along with bitious second album, "Stand Alone. This album was 
songs they knew, several of which were Telluride also elf-Produced. A third album "Acting Odd on Even 
orighls.Birmingham Tonight,from their first album, Days, was released last December. Several cuts from it 
may be their best known song. People near the stage were played including, ''Let Me In Tonight,~reaking 
drew close, swayed and sang the familiar chorus, "I'll Away, Danizerous Dances,and "Johnny Wants To Dance 
be in Birmingham tonight. (With A Local Girl). 
Fans were also entertained with a wide selection of 
cover tunes. Older ones included songs by The Who, Lou 
Reed, The Doors, Rolling Stones, and Steppenwolf. 
"Red, Red Wine,The Dark Side,Stand Alone,and 
"Money For Nothing," were accented by Rick Carter's 
seductive vocals and three- to four-part backing har- 
mony. Standouts included an exotic "Don't Come 
Around Here No More," spotlighting Kevin Derryberry 
on keyboards;Authority Song, with a solo on acoustic 
guitar by Rick Carter and it was kicked into high gear 
by Kevin's strong vocals. A fun-loving "Bang On The 
Dnun,was lead by by Rick. On this one a lucky audience 
member got to accompany the band on a snare drum 
that Rick had strapped to his shoulder. The crowd loved 
; t 
Robert Chuchhill's smoky voice blended well with the 
lean, hungry quality of "Wild Thing," and "Bad To The 
Bone." During the night other songs paid tribute to the 
diverse musical backgrounds of Telluride's members. 
On '(Walk On The Wid Side," Scott Walker shone on 
bass guitar. "Jessica,an instrumental by the Allman 
Brother's Band, allowed each musician to indulge in 
solos. Rick played a specially made "Miller Rocks" 
Hamer guitar during this country flavored song. He also 
left the stage for the bleachers, still playing, not missing 
a ..A+- 
"Here's a rockabilly tune that we wrote,led into ,Turn 
Up Your Little Radio." During "Smugg ;er's Blues," 
Kevin and the band motion to their backdrop when 
Telluride is named in the lyrics that Glen Frey wrote. 
Telluride was voted the most popular band in their 
hometown for three consecutive years. They have also 
become a partcipant of Miller's "American Rock Net- 
work." Many people went home with Rock Series' hats 
and posters. The band was involved in recording a 
special single for Christmas, similar to we Are The 
World," although on a smaller scale. The single,It Takes 
Love (Fill The Empty Hand), was written by Jesse 
Lewis of 24 Karat, Rick Carter of Telluride, and Tommy 
Calton and Marc Phillips of S ~ l i t  The Dark. Eddie 
Kendricks, Alan Hunter and many other area musicians 
alspp appeared on the record. AU the proceeds went to 
the Toys For Tots campaign. 
Telluride, are pictured from left to right: Robert 
Churchill, drums and vocals ; Scott Walker, bass and 
vocals; Kevin Derryberry, keyboards and lead vocals; 
Rick Carter, guitar and vocals; and Wi l l ih  "Moose" 
Harrell. Fans can keep in touch with the band through 
the free Telluride newsletter. Write: Telluride, P.O. Box 
7522 A, Mountain Brook, Alabama 35253. 
Watch the marquee for Telluride and other great 
bands, comim back soon. 
Telluride 
Split the Dark ignites 
By MARTHA RlTCH If the names Calton and Phillips 
Entertainment Editor sound familiar it is because they 
Not many bands can get away have been active in the music in- 
with successfully playing music by dustry for some time. Recognized 
The Police. Split The Dark can do it, from th8 popular band Hotel, they 
and so much more. If forced into a have done a touch of everything 
category, they are considered a rock from the ballet to rock tours. 
band that plays copy tunes. Guitarist Tommy Calton and lead 
However, the talents of the group sipger Marc Phillips have been 
are far more dimensional. combining talents since 1969. Today . 
they are a part of a musical ex- 
plosion that calls itself Split The 
Dark. "A fusion of high-tech rock 
and funk," is Phillips interpretation 
of the band's versatile style. 
Bass guitarist Eddie Usher was 
part of the Hotel crew and has come 
back to the Calton-Phillips team 
(See SPLlT THE DARK, Page 14) 
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Gabbing with Gibbs 
Valentine's Day brings newness 
By TZENA GIBBS testants will compete in interview, talent, swimsuit and 
Chanticleer Staff Writer evening gown. 
Fall was the season of change, and now spring is near The big night finally arrived for Phi Mu. Last Friday 
and with it comes the promise of new life. Thank nightwastheir first annual Sweetheart Ball. The formal 
goodness. Since tomorrow is Valentine's Day, maybe was held at the Anniston Army Depot Community 
love will be in the air with that promise of new life. Center. The dinner was catered by the Community 
Congratulations to the new little sisters of ~ e l t a  chi. Center and after dinner, awards were given out. The 
The Chi's have planned their forma] dinner at Tony's ''Most ch~btanding Phi MU" award goes out to the sister 
Supper Club for February 12. The Chi's played a tough who has given the most service and who has just been 
Kappa Alpha Psi basketball team last fiesday evening. outstanding all around. This year's recepient is Jamie 
The game went into double overtime with Delta Chi Masters. The ''Most Ida1  Phi MU" award goes out to 
finally leaving with the victory. Hedges were pinned the sister who has all the qualities every Phi MU should 
last week and they are all looking forward to a strive for and this year the award goes to Angie Lindsey. 
productive semester. Congratulations to Sherry The "Phi of the Year" is the award given to the woman 
with S@t the Dark. He is a highly Most of their recent musical efforts Hodgem, a little sister of Delta Chi, who was elected who worked the hardest as a pledge and this award goes 
soughbafter musician, having been have gone philanthropic President of the Council for Exceptional Children. to Angela Skelton. Judi Bates won "Highest Grade Point 
asked toaudition with the Producers They co-wrote and produced* The brothers of Kappa Alpha recently pledged eight Average," Kim Stubblefield was awarded the Alumni 
and recording with the group instance, the award-winning new men into their order. They are ~ m r y  Asbury, Will Scholarship, and Sharon Carlisle was awarded the 
Chicago. soundtrack for the 1985-8 United Burke, Matt Freeman, David Jennings, Zachary Maner, "Most Improved Grade Point Average" award. The Big 
David James on drums and Scotti WaY campaign. The soundtrack is Bryan Phurrough, J. Michael Stephens, and Billy Me- Brother of the Year goes out to two ourstanding big 
McDavid on keyboards and vocals entitled "Somebody Cal'es." Millian. The new pledges have already been very busy. brothers who have worked very hard for Phi Mu, and 
are the two newest members of the i < ~ ~ ~  it to Yourself" is their For their first project, they painted old furniture for the they are Lynn Reed and Randy Keahe~. Among the 
band. latest ~p containing sjx highly Rocking Chair Antique Shop here in Jacksonville. To recepients of gag awards was Doug Ford, who was 
all lend a hand in the polished selections. Ea& tune raise money for KA's National Philanthropy, Muscular a ~ a r d e d  the ''Visiting II~urs" award so that he would 
said pmips. H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  rushes with excitement and ex- Distrophy, the pledges ran 50 miles total and hope to know when they redly are. Other gag awards went out 
he added, "Most of the credit goes to plodes in talent. They are an active have raised about $250 sponsors. to Rhonda Ramsey and Paige Bentley, among others. 
Tommy Calton." When asked how group and their concerns show in About the latest statistics on fraternity GPA's, ap- After the awards, the Phi Mu's and their dates danced to 
they tend to come up with an original their music. parently they weren't the latest. Yes, Kappa Sigma does the music supplied by four disc jockeys. Special guests 
sound even when playing popular "Miss the Boat" is a political have the highest GPA, it's 1.43. Congratulations. The EvttzdFg ' 2  ~ ~ p ~ i i p ~ ~  hits like "Everybody wants to Rule statement mainly upheld by other s tab  are: Delta Chi-1.38, Kappa Alpha-1.344, 
the World" by Tears for Fears, Phillips. The strong meaningful Sigma Nu-1.337, Pi Kappa Phi-1.30, Alpha Tau Omega- alumni attended the function and according to Judi 
Phillips stumbled and said "I guess words are incased in music that 1.28, Omega Psi Phi-1.14, Alpha Phi Alpha-1.03, Kappa Bates, President, the ball wasa great success. All the Phi Mu's participated in Jump Rope for Heart it'samatteroftaste, experience and alone can capture attention. Alpha Psi-.95, and Pi Beta Sigma-.@. Sorry for the last Tuesday to help raise money for heart 
arranging. Together, the words and music work misinformation. 
to form and definite but subtle Wednesday, Jamie Masters, Dawn Gentry, Kim 
Experience is not the problem, viewpoint. The Epsilon Nu Chapter of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia is Copeland, Karen Hale and Tammy Roberson competed 
neither is talent, but something is sponsoring the Miss Jacksonville State University in the Miller contest against other sororities. 
keeping SpUtthe Dark from big time It is difficdt to comment on each Scholarship Pageant. The pageant director is Ms. Wednesday, February 19, the Pi Kappa Phi's and the 
exposure. Perhaps it is because of the songs because they offer Rachel Jones and the deadline for entry is February 14. : m d a  Alpha Epsilon Valentine Party, Thuday, 
they a r r ,  busy doing good deeds: something different. The pageant is set for February %March 1. The con- 9, 1986 at the FOP at 7:30. 
L - 
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I BAKED Wlmn 3;' POTATO vuy another 
A hearty baked potato, s;uifed anyway you like with I toppings of your choice from our unique 
I 
I palato bar. Please present coupon when ordemg One ccupon per person per visit. Not valid w~th any oths: coupon or spec~al order 
I JACKSONVILLE, ANNISTON, U N U X : K  EXPI-WS 37-86 
a I 
I 




I CHICKEN DINNER 
I NOW ONLY $2.19 
I 
I Two oleces of Jack's golden spicy feed chicken, french 
fries; cole slaw and ahsh-baked buttermilk I biscuit. 
I Please present coupon when ordel r!y. Onu coupon per persor per visit. Not M ' ' ~  W I ~ P  any other coupon or spec~al order 
I JACKSONVILLE. ANNISTON. LE'NUX'K 
2XACKs 
SAUSAGE BISCUITS 
NOW ONLY 99C 
Fresh-baked buttermilk biscuits fiiled with Jack's savory 
sausage. A real eye opener. A gre?': meal 
for two. 
Please present coupon when ordering. One coupon per person 
per visit. Not valid with any other coupon or special order. 
JACKSONVILLE, ANNISTON, ~ N U X : K  
EXPI-WS 3.7.86 
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With 3:27 left' in the first half, JSU pulled away from UAH and never 
looked back. The Gamecocks went in at halftime with a 5238 lead. 
Llr. Ernest Stone and incoming president Harold McGhee ready 
JaxState looked impressive andincoming president~arold ~ d ; ; h e e  saw themselves for some Jax State basketball 
his future basketball program very much in control. 
At half time the doors of Pete Mathews were opened and the cold air 
could even be felt on the floor. It didn'taffect the Gamecocks who shot until Time is no factor 
they were stopped by the clock. 
With 16:22 left in the game, Pat Wiiams threw up an alley+op and 
"Spud'' Dudley did the rest. The passive crowd came to life for a moment 
and then settled back down. 
The c h i r ~ e r s  fell a ~ a r t  and the Jaxmen took control and went zhead 77- 
Lady Gamecocks tame ~ a l c s  
44 with 14 knutes ~ d £ t  in the game. 
JSU let UAH have eight three -pointers, but it was to no avail in the final 
decision. 
(See UAH, Page 17) 
The Lady Gamecocks won three in a row 
Their last victory was over Talledega 1 1 1-70 
By HANK HUMPHREY 
Q@nticleer Sports Editor 
The officials of last week's Lady Gamecocks and Lady 
Falcons basketball game had their hands full. Mon- 
tevallo had their hands full with a JSU women's team 
that was playing for real. 
The game began basically tas most of JSU's games, 
with the Lady Falcons driving away by as much as 
thirteen points. The Lady Gamecocks looked the same 
too. They looked like they were going to let Montevallo 
run all over them. 
With 12:53 left in the f i s t  half and a nine point lead, 
Montevallo put in another team to let the first team rest 
h r  awhile. The reserves did the job and pushed the Lady 
Falcons up to another thirteen point lead. The Lady 
Falcons looked like the Disrict 27 NAIA leaders and then 
they got overconfident and tired. 
The Falcs started a full court press with 2:02 left in the 
half and ran themselves down. JSU moved back into the 
game scoring three straight baskets to make it 33-19. 
Charlene Brown hit two free throws shots and the Lady 
Gamecocks had the momentum. 
The referees were getting a workout and as usual were 
letting the women play tough. When some fans told one 
ref that he had missed two Lady Falcons go out of 
bounds, he said, "In women's games the wall is out of 
bounds." He laughed and so did the crowd. 
Several of the Runnin' Gamecocks were in the stands 
and were vocal coaches throughout the contest. Keith 
McKeller had on a black cap and at halftime told Coach 
Bailey, "This is my lucky hat .... and we're (Lady 
Gamecocks) gonna win tonight. " 
Back and forth went the baskets. Everytime that 
Montevallo would take the lead they would foul .someone 
and let JSU back in the game. The Lady Gamecocks took 
advantage of those mistakes and with 59 seconds left tied 
the contest at 63 all on free throw shots by Charlene 
Brown. 
With 18 seconds left, Montevallo lost the ball out,of 
bounds and JSU drove down the court and Idella 
DeRamus,tryed to put the ball in the basket and it just 
wouldn't go. The refs could have called a foul on the 
Falcs, butdidn't and they later would have wished they 
had. 63-63 and both groups get ready for overtime. 
In five minutes of overtime, both teams could only 
muster three baskets each and JSU had the chance for 
the kill with 18 seconds left and a 69-67 lead, but 
DeRamus.lost the ball off her foot and the Lady Falcs got 
a long pass downcourt and a easy two for another tie at 
69-69 and another overtime. 
Double overtime is something new in Lady Gamecock 
basketball and they handled the pressure well and 
played five more minutes of intense basketball. 
With 2:U) left and a 73-73 tie, Kim Welch fouled out 
after giving her usual 110 percent. Allison Rachel hit two 
free throws and put JSU ahead 7573with 1:36left. 
Allison Bruce hit two free throw shots after a JSU 
basket, and made it 7475 in favor of JSU. The Runnin' 
Gamecocks were upand yelling at the Lady Gamecocks. 
Keith McKeller really got involved in this one. He ran 
briefly on the court when a ref made a mistake in the last 
few seconds and voiced his disagreement. The Lady 
Gamecocks settled him down and the other fans as  they 
pulled it out in the last twenty seconds to beat Mon- 
tevallo 83-79. 
Coach Bailey said that he was proud of the team and 
"they played great 
"They were down and came back on a tough team," he 
stated "We just have to get ready for West Florida now. 
The Montevallo coach refused to comment on the 
game and was in tears. It must have been a tough loss 
for the Falcs, but,it was a much needed victory for the 
Lady Gamecocks. 
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The Gamecocks of the future, players such as Charles Page, Eric 
All sports deserve Tillman, Robbie Barnes, FrankSmith and Kevin Riggan played and played well letting everyone see that the JSU bench is strong and will be strong ready for n ~ i ~ ~ ~ s h o t t h e ~ ~ t s o u t o f t h e h o o p a n d h a d 1 1 ~ ~ s a f t u i n h n d  
support of students tabulations and 7 rebounds. Coach Jones commented after the game that Tillman and Page gave an exceptional effort all night. Page had 8 points 
and 5 rebounds. 
The man of the night from the score perspective was Shawn Giddy. The 
Jaxmen couldn't get that one shot that would give the Gamecocks the 
Chanticleer Sports Writer century work on the scoreboard. Finally, Jeff Trousdale fouled Giddy and 
he hit two free throws to make it 1W70. Giddy finished with two points and 
this, but don't go home every week on me. 
Krause said that the key to the game was, "When Coach Jones went in at 
the half and reminded his team that they were playing for an NCAA bid." 
during a JSU basketball game. 
years team had five players The end of the game was complemented by Charles Page slamrxingit 
awarded with AllGonference status; home for the 117-85 final. 
Returning AllGSC players are  
Susan Meals and Phyllis Priest. New Besides Spuregon and McKeller, other leadug scorers were spud Dudley 
players who should help this year with 17 points, Pat Williams with 13 points, Jeff Smith with 18 and Frank 
are freshman Andrea McKenzie, Smith with 10 points toward the victory. 
and sophomores Sue Kotulla and It was a nice win and as Coach Jones said, "It's good they can have fun at 
Suzanne McCarty. this point in the season." But, alas Troy State awaits on Thursday and 
This yeah team should make a Valdosta on Saturday. The Gamecocks are now 9-4 in the GSC and 15-5 
come out in droves to support their school. Why don't we? 
The seniors of all sports and all the other players too, deserve your 
support. They have tried to do their best and you need to show you a p  
Don't Miss  
Fresh & Silk Flowers 
Fridays At 10 P.M. 
It's made possible by 
Music Radio 92J. 
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t o  Nautilus Health Club and we will give you 
another three months FREE t o  Doc's Gym. 
New Applicants Only, 
Expires Feb. 14 
NAUTILUS 
HEALTH CLUB 
OPEN 6 DAYS 
MEN AND WOMEN 
435-6830 1435-687 1 
Dean and Jason 
Young m en show JSU spirit 
By HANK HUMPHREY 
Chanticleer Sports Editor 
These jobs need to be done and 
done right. No pay is involved and 
you have to like cleaning things. 
Sounds like jobs that wouldn't be 
fun ; without pay has to make it 
really sound unattractive. 
Two young men applied for the 
jobs a few years ago and have held 
them since. 
What are the jobs? 
They are the ball boys of the 
Jacksonville State Gamecocks. 
These young men are at every home 
game and even go on the road with 
the team. 
Coach Bill Jones of the men's 
team said "The job was usually 
given to girls. We had a problem 
with attendance of the ladies and 
thought that it would be a good idea 
to use young boys to do the job." 
Dr. Kenneth Adarns and Rodney 
Friery both have sons and both men 
are always at JSU games. It 
wouldn't be the same without them. 
Jason Adams and Dean Friery are 
the clean-up men for the 
Gamecocks. They help retrieve 
balls, pick up debris on the floor, and 
wipe up perspiration off the court. 
They do their jobs well. 
Jason Adam is the son of Dr. 
Kenneth and Laura Adam and is 
thirteen years old. Re goes to 
Jacksonville High School and is a 
member of the high school band with 
trumpet being his instrument. His 
favorite subject is science and 
favorite team is Jax State. He 
thinks Jax State will repeat as 
champs of the GSC again. 
Jason (Dr. J) says he likes what he 
does and has no one favorite on the 
JSU team, "I like them all," he 
states. 
He shoots basketball on the side 
and hopes to continue to be able to do 
his job for JSU. 
The best game he thought he saw 
this year was the comeback win over 
UTMartin. "It was great!" he said. 
-Dean Friery is the son of Dr. 
Rodney and Kathleen Friery of 
Jacksonville. The nine year old 
Gamecock fan goes to Kitty Stone 
Elementary in Jacksonville and 
enjoys math and science. 
Dean's hobbies are collecting 
rocks and shooting baskets. He 
picks the Gamecocks to win the 
conference also and hopes to be on 
the JSU staff for awhile. 
While both gentlemen agree on the 
pick of JSU being the GSC champs, 
they also agree the UT Martin game 
was the game of the year. They pick 
JSU,Valdosta, Delta State and West 
Georgia to be in this year's tourney. 
The work doesn't stop at home 
games. When they trave1,they will 
ask the opposing coach if he minds if 
they set up shop. The coaches are 
usually glad to have such talented 
young men to do the job and im- 
mediately agree to a contract with 
the twosome. 
Seeing such spirit for JSU is great 
land these young men will always be 
a part of the history of the winning 
programs of JSU basketball. 
Both Dean Friery and Jason Adams think Ja'k 
State will repeat as GSC Champs and will be 
ready to go if their prediction holds true 
Maiest ic 's 
J Hair Care Center 
11 19 Noble Street Anniston 237-3773 
HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9 5  
(Appointments Available After 6) 
FREE MANICURE 
With Perm Or Style 
Curl Up With A Friend 
2 Perms For The Price Of 1 (Reg. '45 Perms) 
I 
Latest Concept In Hair Coloring 
Staining & Glossing 
Men's Latest cut & Styles $70° 
Women's Latest Cut & Styles $12''' 
Paul Mitchel Products 
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OgC STANDINGS GSC WERALL Mondays Results 
1. Delta State 9-3 18-5 
2. Jacksonville State 9 4  15-5 Delta State 79, Troy State 71 
3. Vest Georgia 85 17-6 West. Ga. 78 UT Martin 74 
4. ~ r o y  state 75  13-10 Livingston 64, Miss. College 60 
5. vddosta State 6-5 13-9 
6. UT Martin 6-6 15-8 Tonight in the GSC 
7. North Alabama 5-7 13-9 Jax State at Trov State 
8. Livingston 3-9 8-14 Livingston at ~ L s t  Georgia 
9. Miss. College 2-10 7-15 U.T. Martin at Valdosta State 
,' 
Gymnasts future will 
be decided very soon 
BV THOMAS BALLENGER 
&anticleer Sports Writer 
The situation regarding the gymnastics program at JSU is not very 
clear. The NCAA has not yet decided if a Division 11 Championship will be 
offered in gymnastics for the 86-87 year 
Regarding JSU's chance on the matter, Athletic Director Jerry Cole 
said, "Our priorities lie in our overall athletic P#rogram and the students 
and staff involved in gymnastics. I'm not nearly as  sure as I was, if the 
Division I1 Championships will be ended. We're going to ask that they not 
only continuethe championships, but also finance the trips. If the NCAA 
is going to sponr or a championship, then they should underwrite the ex- 
penses of the trip." 
The NCAA, in sponsoring championships such as  golf, pays for the air 
transportation of the teams, and the schools are responsible for rooms and 
meals of the athletes. When asked if this plan would be acceptable for 
gymnastics, Cole replied, "Yes. If they continue to sponsor the cham- 
pionships, under that plan we, as well as  other small schools, can afford to 
go." 
If the NCAA should decide to abolish the Division 11 Gymnastics 
Championship, then the JSU Athletic Department will help the students in 
any way possible. AD Cole when asked what the athletic department would 
do responded, "If the athletes involved went to leave and go to a Division I 
school, we will help them get relocated. If this happened, they would be 
elgible automatically for the n ~ t  year. If the gymnasts decide that they 
wish to continuetheir education at JSU, then we wil l  recommend that they 
be kept on scholarship, at the level they now receive, for the next school 
year." 
It will not be until late this semester that the NCAA will decide the fate of 
Division XI gymnastics. 
Cf February 19th 
# TMB Auditorium 
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